The emergence of West Nile virus (WNV) infection in Canada has led to high levels of anxiety and vigilance. As there is no vaccine currently available, illness is prevented by avoiding bites of infected mosquitoes.

DEET (N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide, also known as N,N-diethyl-3-methylbenzamide) is the most effective and most widely used insect repellent. It was first used by the US military in 1946 and has been sold commercially for almost half a century. Products are available with concentrations of 5% to 100% of DEET and come in a variety of forms: aerosols, pump sprays, lotions, creams, liquids, sticks, roll-ons, towelettes and wristbands. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has estimated that 30% of Americans are using DEET-based insect repellents to avoid mosquito bites, as well as bites of other insects, such as the ticks responsible for transmitting Lyme disease. ¹ An estimated 23%–29% of American children are exposed to DEET.²

Although DEET is very effective, its use in young children has been limited because of case reports associating it with seizures.¹⁻³ Yet, young children may be outdoors for extended periods, and suboptimal use of mosquito repellents may increase their risk of WNV infection. There is also apprehension about DEET’s potential effects on the developing fetus and child when used by pregnant and lactating women. In this review we attempt to address this complex issue by critically analyzing existing evidence.

Pharmacology

Although the mechanism of action of DEET is unknown, the main theory is that the chemical disturbs the function of receptors in the mosquito’s antennae that allow it to locate humans. The effectiveness of DEET in repelling mosquitoes is directly related to the concentration of the chemical applied (Table 1).³ However, the duration of action reaches a plateau at a concentration of 50%.¹⁰ This is in part why Health Canada is phasing out insect repellents containing DEET at concentrations higher than 30% by December 2004.¹⁰

Although DEET’s effectiveness is related to its topical use, its systemic adverse effects are related to the amount that is absorbed into the blood. After 6 hours, 9%–56% of the dose appears in the circulation (systemic bioavailability). However, if DEET is ingested, intentionally or un-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration of DEET, %</th>
<th>Approximate protection time, h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: DEET = N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide, also known as N,N-diethyl-3-methylbenzamide.
intentionally, peak plasma levels are much higher and are achieved within 1 hour.\textsuperscript{11} For example, 10–12 g of a 75% DEET solution applied to the skin can lead to a blood concentration of about 0.0005 mmol/L; ingestion of a similar amount of DEET can result in a blood concentration that is hundreds of times higher (1 mmol/L). The latter concentration has been associated with seizures and death.\textsuperscript{11} The elimination half-life of DEET is 2.5 hours, and most of the body load is metabolized by hepatic P450 enzymes, with only 10\%–14\% recovered unchanged in the urine.

**Toxic effects**

**Adults**

Most of the data on DEET’s toxic effects in humans stem from case reports of ingestion of the chemical. Such ingestion may lead to hypotension, seizures and coma within as little as 1 hour.\textsuperscript{12} Deaths have been associated with serum concentrations of 1 mmol/L.\textsuperscript{11}

The mechanism leading to seizures is unknown. They may occur as soon as 1 hour and as long as 48 hours after ingestion.\textsuperscript{11} Although seizures may theoretically occur more often in people using DEET who are concurrently using drugs that lower the seizure threshold (e.g., bubropion, antipsychotic agents, systemic steroids and antimalarial agents), no interactions have been confirmed.

Psychosis was described in an adult who had applied a product containing 70\% DEET to the skin.\textsuperscript{11}

Immediate contact dermatitis following dermal application has been described, as have generalized pruritus and generalized angioedema.\textsuperscript{11} Conjunctival damage may result from application to the eye.

**Children**

Extrapolating from data on toxic effects in adults, one might expect seizures to be a major adverse effect in children. However, we found only 10 reports describing seizures in children following dermal application of DEET that were published in the almost 50 years since DEET has been available;\textsuperscript{1,13} none was published after 1992. Nevertheless, these case reports have been widely quoted and have led regulatory agencies and pediatric societies to limit the use of DEET in young children.

However, because seizure disorders occur in 3\%–5\% of children\textsuperscript{14} and an estimated 23\%–29\% of children in this continent are exposed to DEET,\textsuperscript{2} it would not be surprising to see an association just by chance in some cases. Epidemiologically, when 2 events (i.e., DEET application and seizures) are both prevalent, case reports are not useful in determining causation.

In addition, other features of these case reports are not very helpful because they do not appear to be pathognomonic. For example, viral encephalitis was not ruled out in any of the cases. The differential diagnosis of encephalitis was entertained in 3 cases, and there was “nonspecific rash” reported in 1 case. In another case, the clinical picture resembled Reye’s syndrome, which on its own could predispose a child to seizures.\textsuperscript{14} In 1989, the CDC, after discussing 5 pediatric cases of seizures associated with dermal application of DEET, cautioned against the use of these cases as proof of causation.\textsuperscript{13} Specifically, the CDC wrote that “DEET should not be accepted as the cause of a seizure until appropriate evaluation has reliably excluded other possible etiologies.” Yet, appropriate evaluation has not been conducted in any case before or after 1989, whereas the causation has been implied by authorities numerous times.

A large-scale population-based study on the safety of DEET was published in 2002 based on data collected by the American Association of Poison Control Centers between 1993 and 1997.\textsuperscript{15} This study refutes the long-held, unproven perception that young children are more sensitive than adults to the adverse effects of DEET. After collecting data on 20 764 pediatric and adult cases of accidental DEET exposure, the authors analyzed the cases by severity of adverse events (from none to fatal) and by age. A total of 1151 infants and children and an additional 101 adolescents were accidentally exposed to DEET dermally. Analysis of the severity of adverse events revealed that the infants and children had lower rates of each of moderate, severe and fatal events than did the adults. The authors summarized that, “overall, children experienced more of the less severe outcomes and adults experienced more of the worst outcomes associated with an exposure.”

**Pregnant and lactating women**

Women are often concerned about using DEET during pregnancy, but the available data on toxic effects in humans and animals are reassuring. An animal study published in 1994 reported no adverse effects in the offspring of rats and rabbits force fed different concentrations of DEET at different times of gestation, with one exception.\textsuperscript{16} The highest DEET dose (325 mg/kg daily), by orders of magnitude higher than the normal human dose, resulted in maternal toxic effects and low birth weights of offspring. There was no evidence of fetal toxic effects or malformations in the offspring of exposed animals, regardless of the dose used. No observations on behaviour or neurologic development were reported.\textsuperscript{16}

The first study of the safety of DEET when used regularly during the second and third trimesters was a randomized, double-blind trial involving 897 pregnant women in Thailand who continuously applied therapeutic doses of DEET topically (1.7 g/d) — a dose similar to that recommended to prevent malaria\textsuperscript{17} — or placebo to prevent malaria.\textsuperscript{17} The DEET group received a median cumulative dose of 214.2 g. DEET levels were measured in cord
blood samples in a subgroup of 50 women; it was detected in 4 (8%), which provides evidence that the chemical crosses the placenta. In the group as a whole, no adverse neurological, gastrointestinal or dermatological effects were observed in the women exposed to DEET, and no adverse effects on survival or growth and development at birth and at 1 year of age were detected in the babies whose mothers used DEET.

We found no human studies of exposure to DEET in the first trimester. However, the very high dose administered orally in the animal study suggests that DEET is safe when used as recommended. The CDC has advised that pregnant women take precautions to reduce their risk of WNV infection and other arboviral infections by avoiding mosquito bites and using protective clothing and DEET-based repellents. There is no evidence that the use of DEET by pregnant or lactating women poses a health hazard to unborn babies or children who are breast-feeding.

Alternatives to DEET

Insect repellents other than DEET-based ones are available in Canada, although data on their safety are sparse. Products containing citronella oil for topical use are available at concentrations of 5%–15%. Citronella-based candles and incense are also available. Protection time with the dermally applied products is considered to be between 30 minutes and 2 hours, although in a recent study the mean protection time was less than 20 minutes with a product that contained a concentration of 10%. Lavender oil at a concentration of 6% applied topically protects for less than 30 minutes. Citronella oil and lavender oil are generally considered safe but are not recommended for topical use on children under 2 years of age because of the lack of evidence. Aspiration pneumonia could be a concern if either oil is ingested.

A product containing 2% soybean oil was found to protect for about 90 minutes, a period similar to that of a product containing 4.75% DEET. However, DEET at a concentration of 6.65% and 20% protected for a mean of 110 and 230 minutes respectively. Although repellents containing soybean oil are registered in Canada, none is currently available on the market. Aspiration pneumonia could be a concern if soybean oil is ingested by a young child.

A new product, containing p-methane-3,8-diol at a concentration of 10% (OFF! Botanicals Lotion Insect repellent 1), was found to be effective for at least 90 minutes in one field trial. It can be applied up to twice a day on children over 3 years old, the age limit merely reflecting lack of data. Although the manufacturer states that no adverse effects are expected to occur with appropriate use, there are no epidemiological studies of the product’s safety after dermal exposure or oral ingestion.

In a controlled study that compared DEET-based repellents with non-DEET-based repellents, the latter failed to show appropriate protection against mosquito bites.

Areas of potential confusion

Both Health Canada and the Canadian Paediatric Society advise against the use of DEET on children under 6 months of age. Children aged 6 months to 2 years should be limited to one application per day, and children aged 2 to 12 years should be limited to 3 applications per day. The maximum concentration used should be 10% or less for children up to 12 years of age. However, these low concentrations are effective in repelling mosquitoes for only 2–3 hours (Table 1); therefore, young children would theoretically not be protected when outside for extended periods. Moreover, if the child goes swimming, the DEET will be washed away. Given the lack of evidence of increased toxicity of low-concentration DEET in young children, a second application of DEET may be warranted if the child is outdoors for more than 4 hours and WNV infection is a serious concern. Similarly, it may be prudent to reapply DEET after a session of swimming. In areas of high risk where WNV is present and mosquitoes are abundant, the risk of infection must be balanced against potential toxic effects.

Summary

DEET-based insect repellents are relatively safe when used as recommended. The suggestion that young children are more prone than adults to the neurotoxic effects of DEET is not supported by critical evaluation of existing evidence. Non-DEET-based insect repellents are available, but based on a one-time application comparison, a product containing 10% DEET will provide a longer period of protection (3 hours) than any other repellent currently available in Canada.
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